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PERU TESOL SPEAKERS LIST AND TOPICS

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

Dr. John Schmidt. TESOL, USA
Activating Communication Skills in Learners and Teachers

Dr. Karen Jogan. Albright College in Pennsylvania, USA
Overcoming the Assessment Challenge: Extreme Makeover for EFL Classroom Assessment

Dr. Kevin Smith. Visiting International Faculty (VIF) USA
Understanding the Challenges in Teaching: The Beginning of Success

Dr. Kitty Johnson. US Embassy in Lima, Peru
Cognitive Learning Styles and Brain Based Teaching

SPEAKERS:


4. Yanira Alfonso. Lilburn, Georgia, USA. “Introduction to Creating/Integrating Power Point and Wave Files. An Interactive Workshop Integrating Power Point and Wave Files”


7. Pamela Beaumont. The University of Queensland. Australia. “Activities for tired teachers, Added Value in Professional Development Training for English Language Teachers: A Case Study from Northern Chile”

8. Carmen Cáceda Cordova. University of Texas. San Antonio USA. “We will teach what we believe in: Beliefs on Accent”


10. Oscar Carrillo. Cesar Vallejo University. Trujillo, Peru. “How to Use the Blackboard”


12. Magda Castro. Librería Peruano Británica, Peru. “Bringing your students to the top, Reading, the key for learning”


15. Maria Manuela De la Fuente Sablich. University of Nottingham Center for the Study of social and global Justice. “Global Education in ELT, The Role of the Teacher in Global Education”

16. Dayna Lynette House. Fulbright fellow in Quito Ecuador. “Professional Development-what teachers can do for themselves. Motivating students- what is motivation and how can we access it”


18. Gee Roger W. Holy Family University in Philadelphia. USA. “Promoting Engagement with Literacy: Writing, Promoting Engagement with Literacy: Reading”


20. Fitzroy Kennedy. ANGLO PERU, Peru. “Critical Thinking And Implications For Language Pedagogy, Testing Evaluation And Assessment In ELT, The Language Portfolio: What’s In It For You And Your Students?, Developing Reading Fluency In EFLT: Going Beyond The Reader, Blending Creative And Critical Thinking Activities In Portfolios To Enhance Language Learning, Trinity College London Examinations: Aligning With International Standards”
22. Dr. Kitty Johnson. US Embassy. Lima - Peru. “Music in the Classroom”
26. Minnie Eloisa Lozada Trimbath. San Marcos University. Lima, Peru. “English For Undergraduate Students At A State University”
27. Lila Maguña Alvarado. National University of Santa. Chimbote – Ancash, Peru. “Teaching Songs To Very Young Learners, Songs For Teenagers And Adults, Principles Of Language Learning And Teaching”
29. Flor Mellado de Bromley. ANGLO PERU, Peru. Reading Thinking Skills Through Literature Circles, Building A Language Programme Based On Capacities, Phonics Or No Phonics, Unraveling The Debate, Developing Creative And Critical Skills With Upstream, International Certifications In A Globalized World, Enjoy Learning English With “Game On”
30. Graciela Miranda de Quequesana. Santa Maria Catholic University, Arequipa, Peru. “Competence and A Pedagogical Approach, The role of Literature in the English class and emotional intelligence”
34. Oliver Plasencia Arias. El Cultural, Trujillo, Peru. “Technology in the Classroom: Use it right”
37. José Rodríguez Armas. Cesar Vallejo University, Trujillo, Peru. “Technology in the Classroom: Use it right”
40. Isabel Victoria Ruiz Calle. Brilliant Star School in Piura. Peru. “TPR- It’s All In The Way We Learn!”
41. Eduardo Sagástegui. El Cultural, Trujillo, Peru. “Motivating Young Learners”
42. Maria Luzmila Sagástegui Caicedo. National University of Trujillo. Peru. “Importance Of Reading Authentic Novels In Class, Some Features of Connected Speech”
45. Miriam Sheen Cuba. El Cultural, Trujillo, Peru. “Shaping The Way Students Learn English”
46. John Schmidt.TESOL, USA. “Leaping Up the Literacy Ladder through Interpretive Reading”
49. Dr. Kevin Smith. Visiting International Faculty (VIF). USA. “Teaching in the USA with VIF Program”
50. Dr. Yilin Sun. Seattle Central Community College, USA. “Thinking with FIRE- Effective questioning techniques, Vocabulary Learning Strategies for English Language Learners”
51. Consuelo Tantaleán Smith. UPAO Language Center, Trujillo, Peru. “Fulbright : A world of opportunities, Researching our Teaching Practice: The Pre-service Experience”
52. Lourdes Talavera Ugarte. CCPNA, Arequipa, Peru. “Action research as a tool to improve our teaching performance and facilitate students’ learning. How to promote real communication in class by using games with cards”
55. Luz Mercedes Vilca Aguilar. Cesar Vallejo University, Trujillo, Peru. “Researching our Teaching Practice: The Pre-service Experience”